Classical imaging findings of Dyke-Davidoff-Masson syndrome
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DESCRIPTION
A 14-year-old girl, known case of seizure disorder since 10 years and mild mental retardation, presented with progressive left-sided hemiparesis and a recent increase in the frequency of seizures. Significant history included a developmental lag. A CT of the brain revealed marked cortical hemiatrophy on the right side with prominence of ipsilateral ventricular system (figure 1). Neuroparenchymal changes were accompanied with ipsilateral calvarial thickening and hyperpneumatisation of the paranasal sinuses on the right (figure 2). A diagnosis of Dyke-Davidoff-Masson syndrome (DDMS) was thus established.

The pathophysiology of DDMS includes cortical hemiatrophy secondary to one-sided cerebral vascular insult, and may be congenital or acquired.1 2 The absence of sulcation in the former differentiates between the two.1 Compensatory widening of the diploic space and paranasal sinuses occurs as a consequence. Mimics of DDMS include Sturge-Weber syndrome (which shows the characteristic port wine stain, extensive pial enhancement and dystrophic calcification),2 Rasmussen encephalitis (in which calvarial changes are typically absent)2 and unilateral complete occlusion of the middle cerebral artery (in which the hemiatrophy is in the territory of the middle cerebral artery vascular supply).

However, a combined clinical and radiological approach makes the diagnosis of DDMS straightforward. Neuroimaging in the form of CT or MRI is the gold standard and early detection is possible due to the classical findings.

Figure 1 Axial section plain CT of the brain reveals marked right cerebral atrophy with right-sided ventricular dilation and widening of the ipsilateral sylvian fissure.

Figure 2 CT of the brain, bone window, reveals right-sided calvarial thickening (red arrows) and prominence of ipsilateral paranasal sinuses (yellow arrow).

Learning points

▸ Classical radiological imaging findings of the Dyke-Davidoff-Masson syndrome (DDMS) include cerebral hemiatrophy with compensatory ipsilateral calvarial thickening and hyperpneumatisation of the paranasal sinuses.
▸ CT or MRI is the gold standard, and the combination of clinical and imaging features solves the diagnostic dilemma.
▸ Subtle radiological signs can predict the timing of vascular insult and should be looked for while assessing a case of DDMS.
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